THE FREE LATTICE GENERATED BY
A SET OF CHAINS 1. Introduction. P. M. Whitman [4] defined an ordering of the set of lattice polynomials generated by a set of unrelated elements. R. P. Dilworth [3] generalized this ordering to apply to the case of lattice polynomials generated by an arbitrary partly ordered set P. Dilworth proved that this ordering gives a lattice isomorphic to the free lattice, FL(P), which is generated by P and which preserves bounds of pairs of elements of P. R. A. Dean [2] considered the ordering of lattice polynomials which preserves order of pairs of elements in P and which leads to the completely free lattice CF(P). He shows that CF(P) and FL(P) are identical in the case in which P is a set of unrelated chains.
This article is a further study of FL(P) where P is a set of unrelated chains. An arbitrary element of P will be denoted by p or g. The set of chains consisting of where a tj and a kl are unrelated when iΦk, will be denoted by • •• +n m . DEFINITION 1. Lattice polynomials over P are defined inductively as follows.
(1) The elements p, q, , of P are lattice polynomials over P. (2) If A and B are lattice polynomials over P, then so are A{jB and AΠ B. DEFINITION 2. The rank, r(A), of a lattice polynomial A is defined inductively as follows.
(1) r(A) = 0 if and only if A is in P. DEFINITION 3. The dual polynomial, A\ of a polynomial A of + ••• + n m ) is defined inductively as follows. (1) If A=a ij9 then A'=0,^-0 (2) If Λ=AχUΛ, then A' = (3) If A=A x (Ί A 2 , then A = A, U A' 2 . 586 HOWARD L. ROLF From Definition 2, Lemma 1, and Lemma 2 of [2] , and the fact that FL(P) and CF(P) are identical in the case under consideration, we have the following theorem. THEOREM 1. Let P be a partly ordered set consisting of a set of unrelated chains. In FL(P), each relation A^B is one of six types. These types and necessary and sufficient conditions which apply to each case are the following.
( OB., or A^B.ΠB^ or or 2. FL(2+2) . Let a λ <a. z and b λ <b 2 be the generators of FL(2 + 2). The notation of the elements of FL(2+2) is defined in the following recursive manner.
and, for n>l,
These elements and their dual elements are all the elements of FL(2+2). This is shown by considering the Π and U tables of the above elements and their dual elements. Since the generators of FL(2+2) are among these elements and their duals, in order to show that these are all the elements of FL(2+2) it is sufficient to show that this set is closed under U and Π. Actually, it is sufficient to show the set consisting of the above elements and their duals is closed under U (or Π). This follows from the fact that the intersection of two elements, AnB, can be expressed as A Π B= (A f ) f ^(B r ) f -(A\jB f )'', the latter being found from the U table. The diagram of FL(2 + 2) as shown in Figure 1 is obtained from the relations found in the U (Π) table. Rather than give the entire U table, the diagram of FL(2+2) is given and a typical element, AtUBj, of the U table is considered. The other parts of the U table are obtained in a similar manner. First, we consider the , following theorem.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof, in §4 of [2] , that FL(2 + 2) contains four infinite chains. In [2] the symbols, A n , B n , C n , and D n represent the same elements as •*^ 2w-"l? •^-^'zn -lf *-*'zni ctiίxKA. ^2m lcίjjjct tively, of this paper. Thus we fi conclude from the results of [2] that Λ>^3>Λ> ,
. The conclusion of this theorem follows manner.
We now show that Fig This completes the proof that D i = b ι \jA i = It follows in a similar manner that AiXjBj -C^ j<i.
3. Order-convergence. DEFINITION 4. In a lattice, {6J is said to order-converge to b if sequences {^J and {v t } exist such that for all i, and lub As seen from Figure 1 , or as can be shown directly using Theorem 1, it is clear that A n^Wx for each n, B n > z V 1 for each n 9 C n^M2 and D n^Mz for each n. Thus we conclude that W τ is a lower bound to the set {A n }, Fi is a lower bound to the set {B n }, and M 2 is a lower bound to each of the sets {C n } and {D n }.
Proof. Since each of W lf V lf and M 2 is a lower bound to the indicated sets, in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove the following four statements.
(1) If A n^K for each n, then (2) If B n^K for each n, then Similarly C m^K implies C n^K when n>m. Thus if (b), (c), and (d) fail to hold for some n=i,j, or k, respectively, then (b), (c), and (d) fail to hold for w=max (i,j, k) . This result with the assumption that (a) is false contradicts the fact that a^B^ ^K^Ki for each n>l. Thus one of (b), (c), or (d) holds for each n>l if (a) fails to hold. If (6) is true, then b^K^K,.
This, with a^K^Kî mplies TF^iζ Π K 2 . By the induction hypothesis, (c) 
This, with a 2^Kλ C\K 21 implies W^K^K*. Thus we conclude that A^iζniζ for each n and r(K λ Π K 2 ) -k imply W^K^K^
Similarly K~K λ \jK 2 and A n^Kλ \jK 2 for each n imply W^Kil) K 2 . It is shown in a similar manner that D^K for each n implies M 2^K B n^K for each n implies V^K; and C n^> K for each n implies M^K where r(K) -k in each case. Thus, by induction, the proof of the theorem is complete.
COROLLARY. In FL(2 + 2) the sequence {A n } order-converges to W lf {B n } order-converges to V u {C n } and {D n } each order-converge to M % .
Proof. In the case of {A n } we let u n -W 1 and v n -A n . Then each of the conditions of Definition 4 is satisified where lub {u n } =glb {v n } -W τ . Thus {A n } order-converges to W λ . The other conclusions of the corollary follow in like manner.
We may generalize these results in the following manner. Let WΊ+W-2+ ••• +n m be a set of chains in which two chains each have two or more elements. From each of these two chains take the least elements, a n , a ί2 and a JL , a j2 . If we replace a r with a ir and b r with a jr , r=l, 2, in A ni B m C n , D n , W lf V 19 and Λf 2 , the resulting elements will be mutually related in the same manner as A n , B n , C n , D n , W lf V lf and M 2 since the set a il9 a i2 , a Jl9 a j2 is isomorphic to 2 + 2.
If we substitute a ir and a Jr in A n1 B n , etc. as indicated above, and if we designate the resulting elements by the same symbols as the symbols from which they are obtained, we obtain the following theorem. THEOREM 4. In Fh(n L + n. z + +n m ), where n^>2 and n ό^t 2 for some unequal i, j, the set {A n } order-converges to WΊ \B n } order-converges to V 1 \ {C n } and {D n } each order-converge to M 2 .
4. FL(4 + 1). The notation for the elements of FL(4 + 1) is defined recursively in the following manner. o&s Π ((α 3 Π (α x U δ)) U a 2 U (α 4 Πδ)) . U (a, n δ) ) . ία! U δ) Π ((α 3 ΓΊ («! U δ) U a, U (α, n δ)) . ,=(α 3 Π («! U δ)) U ((«! U δ) Π (a Λ U (α 4 Π &))) . Γ 3 =(α x U δ) Π (α a U (α t Π 6)). M 2 =(a 3 n(α x Uδ))U^U(a,Πδ) .
6.
As in the case of FL(2+2), that these elements and their dual elements are all the elements of FL(4 + 1) follows from the fact that they include the generators of FL(4 +1) and are closed under (j and Π. The relations between the elements of FL(4 + 1) as shown by the diagram in Figure 2 are proved similar to the way the relations of the elements of FL(2+2) are proved. The following results are stated without proof since the proofs are similar to the proofs of the corresponding statements regarding FL(2+2). THEOREM 5. FL(4 + 1) contains the infinite chains B X >B 2 > ... , C.yO ... , and THEOREM 6. In FL(4 + 1), [A n ] order-converges to V lf {B n } orderconverges to W lf {C n } and {D n } each order-converge to M % .
Theorem 6 can be generalized in the same manner as was the corollary to Theorem 3. Let n ι + n. i + ••• +n m be a set of two or more chains in which one chain contains four or more elements. From the chain containing four elements, take the four least elements a il9 a ί2y α i3 , and a u . From another chain, take the least element a n . If we substitute a ir for a r , r = 1, 2, 3, 4, and a n for b in A n , B n , C n9 D nj M 2 , W 19 and V 19 and if we designate the resulting elements by the same symbols as the symbols from which they are obtained then we get the following corollary in the same way as Theorem 4 was obtained. In order to show that the sublattice generated by u 119 u Ά9 and u 31 is isomorphic to FL(1 + 1 + 1) it is sufficient to show, by Theorem 7, that the u n are unrelated and that M U U%^% and U^U^ΓΪU^ when i, j, and k are all different. 592 HOWARD L. ROLF A direct application of Theorem 1 shows u a^un and u^u^ when iφjy thus the u n form an unrelated set. A straightforward application of Theorem 1 also shows that W;iU%^% and u iλ^un [\u kι when i, j, and k are all different. Hence FL(u n , u 21 , w 31 ) is isomorphic to FL(1 + 1 + 1). THEOREM 9. FL(^!+^2), n^S and n^l, contains a sublattice isomorphic to FL(1 + 1 + 1).
Proof.
A proof similar to the proof of Theorem 8 shows that the sublattice of FL(% 1 + % J ) generated by u n =a 3 , w 2 i=α i n(α 2 u 3L =a 3ί \J(a ι Π(a 1 [jb) ) is isomorphic to FL(1 + 1 + 1). and choose m sets of elements of FL(n 1 + n 2 + ••• +n m ) in the following manner. For each i, i = l, 2, ••• , m, let u i0 =x 3i -2 , and for i^l, w 4j =:^3i-2 U (a? 3< Π (a?3i-i U fe-2 Π fat U (a?3f-i n % 4 j-0)))) .
We note that the polynomials of each set u ij9 i fixed and j = 0,1, 2, , n i9 are the same, except for the subscripts of the x's, as the polynomials Uj defined immediately before this theorem. Since the x's are unrelated, the reasoning that led to the conclusion u Q <u γ <u 2 < ••• applies to the Uij. We then conclude that u m <u iλ <u V2 < ••• , i = l, 2, ••• , m. Since x u -%i^p-2 and x 3i^x3p -2 when ΐ^p» ^ίj^u pq .
Similarly u pq^ui5 when i=£p. Thus w έj is unrelated to & pa when i^p. Letting Z7 denote the set of polynomials u tj9 i = l, 2, , m and i=l, 2, , n t for each i, we see that U is isomorphic to 9^ + ^+ ••• +w m . By means of Theorem 7, we shall show that the sublattice generated by U is isomorphic to FL(n 1 +n z + ••• +n m ). If ^αδ^ Π%, then it is necessary that one of the following holds.
(l)
x 3a^n u tJ9
( 2 ) X 3a Π (ffsα-! U (Xsa-2 Π (^3α U feα-l Π %αδ-l)))) ^ Π ^j , (3) Ua^Ui] for some i, j.
Condition (1) is true if and only if # 3α _ 2^s ome u iό . Since jφO, this is false hence (1) cannot hold. Similarly (2) is false since # 3α^s ome n iy Hence (3) must hold, but this is true if and only if a-i and b>j.
Thus u ab^f ]u υ implies a-i and b^j.
If U^ij2^αδ> then it is necessary that u u υ^x3a n (χ 3a -iu (χ sa -2 n (χ 3a u (xza-i n^-i)))) -This is true if and only if one of the following holds.
(a) ΌUij^Xsa,
Conditions (a) and (b) are false, respectively, since neither u u^x3a nor ίj^#3α-i is ever true. Thus (c) must hold. If i-a and j<b, since u aj^x3a _ 2 , it follows that (c) must be false, otherwise it implies u aj^uab when j<b contrary to the known relationship u ab >u aj , j<b. If aΦ%, (c) implies at least one of the following.
( 1 ) Xv-^Xsa Π (X,a-i U feα-2 Π (%3a U (x,a-l ΓΊ % fl δ-l)))) , ( 2 ) 
Since iΦa, each of these four conditions is false. Thus iφa contradicts (c). We then conclude that if (c) is true, i -a and j^b. Furthermore, we conclude that Πu ί3^uah implies that i-a and j^b for some i, j, and dually. By Theorem 7, it follows that the sublattice generated by U is isomorphic to FL(^1 + ^+ ••• +n m ). Proof. By Theorems 8 and 9, FL^+ma) contains a sublattice isomorphic to FL(1 + 1 + 1). In turn, Corollary 1 implies that FL(1 + 1 + 1) contains a sublattice isomorphic to Y 1 L(n ι -\-n 1 + ••• +n m ). We note that the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 10 is valid if m is any cardinal number and each chain contains a finite or countable number of elements. In the corollaries to Theorem 10 m must be countable since FL(1 + 1 + 1) contains only a countable number of elements. 7. Order-convergence in FL(/ι 1 + n 2 + ••• +n m ). By Theorem 4 and the corollary to Theorem 6, we see that FL(w 1 + ro a + ••• +n m ), where n t^2 and n^2 for some distinct i, j, or some n^4 and m^2, contains an infinite subset that order-converges. We now show that in case m^3 there exists an infinite subset that order-converges. We summarize this in the following theorem and prove the case m^>3 immediately following. THEOREM 11. FL(w 1 +% 2 + •*• +n m ) f where n^2 and n^2 for some distinct i and j or some n^A and m^2 or mΞ>3, contains an infinite subset that order-converges. These elements correspond to the elements of FL(2 + 2) designated by the same symbols. By means of Theorem 1, in a rather tedious but straightforward manner, it is shown that the above elements are related in the same manner as their corresponding elements in FL(2+2). Thus A proof similar to the proof of Theorem 3, although more tedious, shows that TF x =glb {A n }, V 1 = glb {B n }, and Λf 2 = glb {C n } and {D n }. The first step of the induction is vacuously true. If A n^K for each n where r(K) = 0, then it is necessary that a^K.
In turn this implies x 2 l) (x 1 Πx 3 )'^K and u^K,
Since K is an element of n x + n. λ + ••• +n m , it follows from these two relations and Theorem 1, that at least two of x 19 x t , x 3 must be Ξ>if. Since each x t is from a different unrelated chain, this is false. Hence A n^K , for each n and r{K) -ύ, vacuously implies W^K.
Similarly, statements (2), (3), and (4) at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3 are vacuously true when r(K) -0. The remainder of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.
We have answered, in the affirmative, the question posed by Whitman [5] , "Does some infinite set in FL(1 + 1+ ••• +1) orderconverge ?" Theorem 11 states that each infinite free lattice generated by a set of chains contains an infinite subset that order-converges.
